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Thinking about you 

We know you are hurting.  We know you have lossed a loved 

one.  We know you have a very difficult health crises.  We 

know your operation didn't go so well.  We know about the 

inconceivable of a child or grandchild with a serious illness.  

Please know that your neighbors are thinking of you, praying 

for you, and here if you need them.  Our sorrow is your 

sorrow, stay strong, do not give up, and lets all keep each 

other in our thoughts and prayers. 

 

New resident Gary Neff and golf member Paul Mooney took 

the stairs to the upstairs patio during the July 4th party.  They 

took in a relaxing cigar while enjoying the beautiful views.  

They did  however notice  the need for pressure washing and 

the fact that there was no outside furniture in the patio.  Being 

two take charge type A personalities, they asked what they 

could do to help and spruce up things.  Gary and daughter 

Diana Azor pressure washed the deck and stained the 

railings.  Paul and wife Rene ordered patio furniture and split     

the cost with Gary and wife Masi. 

The furniture came in just in time for the opening of the 

upstairs bar and food truck event on Friday and went about 

assembling the furniture.  Our heartfelt gratitude goes to the 

Mooney and Neff families for their generosity and labor of 

love.   

 

Upstairs Bar to open every Friday night for Members and guests: 4:00pm-8:00pm 

We have had a lot of interest in opening the upstairs bar for 

drinks and cocktails to members and their guests only..  On 

Friday nights the bar will open on a trial basis and we will 

gauge the participation and activity.  The bar has been 

spruced up and is a wonderful spot to meet and socialize with 

your neighbors.   

 

  

Your POA has been attempting to get Blue Ridge Mountain EMC to extend 

High Speed Broadband service to the entire Mountain 

Harbour community.  Results have been mixed so far due to 

the expense of laying the pricey fiber optic cables.   

The cooperative is applying for a grant that would extend fiber 

internet service to our area.  If you would like to see this 

happen, please send an email to:  broadband@brmemc.com 

detailing the necessities that fast and reliable internet would 

provide.  Necessities like virtual employment, virtual learning, 

online research, banking, and health communications. Please 

send the e mail by this Friday, August 6th. 

 


